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Abstract
Spatio-temporal biochemical signaling in a large class of protein-protein interaction net-
works is well modeled by a reaction-diffusion system. The global existence of the solution
to the reaction-diffusion system is determined by the reaction kinetics model and the pro-
tein network topology. We propose a novel reaction kinetics model that guarantees that the
reaction-diffusion system with this model has a nonnegative invariant global classical solution
for any network topology. We then present a computational method to identify the unknown
parameters and initial values for a reaction-diffusion system with this reaction kinetics model.
The identification approach solves an optimization problem that minimizes the cost function
defined as the L2-norm of the difference between the data and the solution of the reaction-
diffusion system. We utilize an adjoint-based optimal control method to obtain the gradients
of the cost function with respect to the parameters and initial values. The regularity of the
global classical solutions of the reaction-diffusion system and its corresponding adjoint system
avoids situations in which the gradients blow up, and therefore guarantees the success of the
identification method for any network structure. Utilizing this gradient information, an ef-
ficient algorithm to solve the optimization problem is proposed and applied to estimate the
mass diffusivities, rate constants and initial values of a reaction-diffusion system that models
protein-protein interactions in a signaling network that regulates the actin cytoskeleton in a
malignant breast cell.
1 Introduction
Reaction-diffusion systems have been widely used as fundamental models for the spatio-temporal
dynamics of biochemical concentrations in complex protein networks [26]. Either data from new
experiments or data from the literature can be used to directly determine the parameters of these
reaction-diffusion systems, such as the mass diffusivities, rate constants, and initial values. However,
the number and types of parameters that can be obtained via these sources are limited. Although
these parameters have physical meanings, the estimates of the model parameters solely based on
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physical laws often give ranges at best. The lower and upper bounds of these ranges can vary by
many orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the system may not explain the experimental data, even
when all of the parameters are within their respective ranges. Thus, a method that finds the set of
parameters and initial values within a physically reasonable range that best matches the reaction-
diffusion system with the experimental data is of considerable interest. To computationally identify
the parameters and initial values, we pose an optimization problem whose objective is to minimize
the difference between the solution of the reaction-diffusion system and the data.
Several optimization-based parameter identification methods for reaction-diffusion partial dif-
ferential equations (PDEs) have been developed in the more general context of parabolic equations.
(i) Semi-discrete methods pose an approximate optimization problem by approximating a parabolic
equation with a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs)[5, 1]. However, the appropriate
spatial discretization scheme for which the solution of the adjoint system (the dual of the ODE
system) converges to that of the adjoint equation of the parabolic equation is difficult to select [4].
(ii) Discretize-then-optimize methods fully discretize a weak form of the problem in time and space
and then optimize the discretized problem [23]. (iii) Optimize-then-discretize methods first obtain
an analytic form of the gradient of the cost function with respect to the parameters by utilizing
weak formulations of the state and adjoint equations and then discretize the problem to numeri-
cally solve the optimization problem [19]. However, when the weak solution of the reaction diffusion
system blows up in finite time and so does that of the adjoint system, neither (ii) nor (iii) is able
to compute the gradient of the cost function with respect to the initial values. In this case, neither
framework is able to identify the initial values. The existing parameter identification methods may
fail for some protein network topology, since the blow up property of reaction-diffusion systems is
related to the network connectivity [31]. Because protein network structures of interest are diverse
and complicated, an identification approach with guaranteed success for any network topology is
highly desired.
In this article, we propose a novel reaction kinetics model such that the reaction-diffusion sys-
tem with this model has a global classical solution regardless of the protein network topology. The
reaction kinetics model has two key advantages. First, a reaction-diffusion system that implements
this reaction kinetics model is an adequate modeling framework for general protein-protein inter-
actions because the solution is nonnegative invariant and does not blow up in finite time. Second,
regardless of the protein network topologicogy, we have well-defined and bounded gradients of the
cost function with respect to the mass diffusivities, rate constants, and initial values if we employ
the reaction kinetics model. With an analytic formula for the gradients based on an adjoint sys-
tem, we are able to efficiently solve the identification problem by simultaneously optimizing all
unknown parameters and initial values of the system. The boundedness of the gradients enhances
the robustness of the optimization algorithms by preventing potential failure of the adjoint-based
optimal control method: if the gradients tend to infinity, the algorithms might be terminated before
finding an optimum. Thus, for any network topology, the reaction kinetics model that we propose
guarantees the well-posedness of the adjoint-based optimal control technique for the identification
of reaction-diffusion systems.
2 Reaction-Diffusion Systems in Protein Networks
Assume that the domain Ω is an open, bounded and connected subset of Rη with the boundary
∂Ω and outer normal vector ν. We consider the following reaction-diffusion system to model the
spatio-temporal dynamics of the biochemical concentrations (or densities) in a protein network: for
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i = 1, · · · , N ,
∂ui
∂t
− di∆ui = ri(u, k) in Ω× (0, T ) (1a)
∂ui
∂ν
= 0 on ∂Ω× (0, T ) (1b)
ui(x, 0) = u
0
i (x) in Ω× {t = 0}, (1c)
where u := u(x, t) = (u1(x, t), · · · , uN (x, t)) are the concentration levels of N proteins, d =
(d1, · · · , dN ) ∈ (0,+∞)N are the mass diffusivities, and k = (k1, · · · , kM ) ∈ (0,+∞)M are the
rate constants. Note that (1b) and (1c) specify the Neumann boundary conditions and initial con-
ditions, respectively. Assume that the initial value u0 is in L∞(Ω)N and u0(x) > 0 for all x ∈ Ω. We
call ri the reaction function of the ith protein. The structure of the reaction function is determined
by two factors: the reaction kinetics model and the protein network topology. The structure of r
has drawn great interest because it affects the blow up property of (1) [31]. Therefore, we need
to answer the following question: ‘is there a general reaction kinetics model that guarantees that
the reaction-diffusion system does not blow up for any arbitrary network topology?’. As an initial
step to answering this question, we suggest the following assumptions with respect to the reaction
kinetics among proteins 1, · · · , N :
(A) No more than two protein molecules can bind to each other at one time;
(B) Two protein molecules at most are generated by the dissociation of a complex;
(C) Binding and dissociation cannot occur at the same time.
The reaction kinetics model that we propose is a mass-action kinetics model that satisfies assump-
tions (A), (B) and (C). For example, consider the protein network depicted in Figure 1: Protein A
phosphorylates protein B, B phosphorylates protein C, and C dephosphorylates A. The chemical
kinetics of the (de)phosphorylations can be modeled as
pA + B
k1

k2
pAB, pAB
k3

k4
pA + pB,
pB + C
k5

k6
pBC, pBC
k7

k8
pB + pC,
pC + pA
k9

k10
pCA, pCA
k11

k12
pC + A,
(2)
where pM denotes the phosphorylated M. If we let u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7, u8, and u9 denote the
concentration levels of pA,A, pB,B, pC,C, pAB, pBC, and pCA, respectively, then the reaction
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BA
C
activation!
inhibition!
Figure 1: A simple protein network.
functions that describe (2) with mass-action kinetics are given by
r1 = −k1u1u4 + k2u7 + k3u7 − k4u1u3 − k9u1u5 + k10u9
r2 = k11u9 − k12u2u5
r3 = k3u7 − k4u1u3 − k5u3u6 + k6u8 + k7u8 − k8u3u5
r4 = −k1u1u4 + k2u7
r5 = k7u8 − k8u3u5 − k9u1u5 + k10u9 + k11u9 − k12u2u5
r6 = −k5u3u6 + k6u8
r7 = k1u1u4 − k2u7 − k3u7 + k4u1u3
r8 = k5x3x6 − k6x8 − k7x8 + k8x3x5
r9 = k9x1x5 − k10x9 − k11x9 + k12x2x5
(3)
Note that the chemical equations (2) satisfy assumptions (A), (B) and (C). These assumptions
are not restrictive: they only require that the reaction-diffusion system describe the dynamics of
chemical signals in detail to some degree, for example, these assumptions do not allow simplified
dynamics such as the composition of more than two protein molecules (due to (A)) or the dissocia-
tion into multiple protein molecules (due to (B)). Importantly, these assumptions are independent
of the protein network structure; therefore, they do not rule out any network topologies. These
assumptions play an important role in proving our key result, the global existence of the classical
solution of (1) with the proposed reaction kinetics model. Before we present the key result, we
categorize the proteins as follows:
• Cat1 := {a single protein species}.
• Catα := {a complex of α species}, α = 2, 3, · · · .
By definition, any chemical kinetics can generate protein molecules only within these categories.
We assume that i ≤ j whenever protein i is in Catα and protein j is in Catβ with α ≤ β, by
permuting {protein i}Ni=1 if necessary.
2.1 The global existence of the classical solution
We now introduce a definition of the classical solution of (1) as in [30]:
Definition 1. u is said to be the classical solution of (1) provided that
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• u solves (1) almost everywhere.
• u ∈ C([0, T );L1(Ω)N ) ∩ L∞(Ω× [0, T − τ ])N , for all τ ∈ (0, T ).
• ut, uxi , uxixj ∈ Lp(Ω × (1, T − 2))N for all p ∈ [1,∞), for all i, j = 1, · · · ,m and for all
1, 2 ∈ (0, T ).
If T can be chosen as +∞, we say that the reaction-diffusion system (1) has a global classical
solution.
Note that τ and 2 can be selected as 0 when a global classical solution exists.
To prove that the reaction-diffusion system with the proposed reaction kinetics model has a
global classical solution regardless of the network topology, we first observe the following features
of r.
Lemma 1. Suppose that the reaction kinetics model is a mass-action kinetics model satisfying the
assumptions (A), (B) and (C). Then the followings hold:
(I) The reaction functions, ri, i = 1, · · · , N , are quadratic at most;
(II) The quadratic terms of the reaction functions of the proteins in Cat1 are non-positive for all
u ∈ [0,+∞)N ;
(III) For all u ∈ [0,+∞)N , any quadratic term of the reaction function of the proteins in Catα,
α = 2, 3, · · · , can be made to be non-positive by adding a linear combination, with non-negative
coefficients, of the reaction functions of the proteins in Catβ for β = 1, · · · , α− 1.
Proof. Observation (I) is immediate from assumptions (A), (B) and (C).
To show that (II), we observe by assumption (C) that a protein in Cat1 is generated by either
the decomposition of a complex in Catα, α = 2, 3, · · · or a conversion of another protein in Cat1.
Therefore, all of the positive terms of the reaction function are linear at most in u. (See, for
example, r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, and r6 in (3).)
To observe (III), we first note that if the composition of two proteins, say l and m, in Catβ
and Catγ , respectively, generates a complex, say n, in Catα, then α = β + γ due to (C), which
implies that 1 ≤ β, γ ≤ α − 1. In addition, the positive quadratic term in rn that represents
the rate of this composition (e.g. k1u1u4 in r7) is negative in the quadratic terms in rl and rm
that represent the depletion rates of the two proteins (e.g. −k1u1u4 in r1 and r4). Therefore, the
positive quadratic term in rn can be removed by adding a linear combination λ1rl + λ2rm with
λ1 + λ2 ≥ 1, λ1, λ2 ≥ 0 (e.g., r7 + (0.5r1 + 0.5r4).) Therefore, an inductive argument enables us to
show observation (III).
Using Lemma 1, we show that the proposed reaction kinetic model allows a reaction-diffusion
system for any network to have a global classical solution.
Theorem 1. Suppose that the reaction kinetics model is a mass-action kinetics model satisfying the
assumptions (A), (B) and (C). Then, the reaction-diffusion system has a global classical solution
regardless of the protein network topology.
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Proof. Based on the three observations (I), (II) and (III), we have an N×N lower triangular matrix,
L, with nonnegative elements and positive diagonal elements such that
Lr(u, k) ≤ A
(
1 +
N∑
i=1
ui
)
(4)
for all u ∈ [0,+∞)N , and for some N dimensional vector A. The inequality (4) holds element-wise
between the two N dimensional vectors. For example, in (3),
L =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0.5 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 0 1 0
0.5 0.5 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 1

.
Next, we show the quasi-positive structure of the reaction functions, meaning that, for each
i = 1, · · · , N ,
ri(u1, · · · , ui−1, 0, ui+1, · · · , uN , k) ≥ 0 (5)
for all u ∈ [0,+∞)N . Indeed, the negative contributions to the reaction function of the ith protein
are only from (i) the composition of itself with others, (ii) the decomposition of itself, and (iii) the
conversion to another species. Therefore, if we set ui to zero, all negative terms are eliminated from
the reaction function, which implies the quasi-positivity of r. This quasi-positivity also guarantees
that [0,+∞)N is an invariant set of the classical solution [20].
Furthermore we note that, for all u ∈ [0,+∞)N ,
N∑
i=1
ri(u, k) ≤ a
(
1 +
N∑
i=1
ui
)
, (6)
for some constant a. This observation can be proven using a similar argument to the one used to
prove observation (III).
In [30], it is shown that a reaction-diffusion system that satisfies (4), (5) and (6) has a unique
global classical solution. Therefore, (1) with the reaction kinetics model that is characterized by
(A), (B) and (C) has a unique global classical solution for an arbitrary network topology because
it satisfies (4), (5) and (6) regardless of the protein network structure.
Inequalities (5) and (6) regardless of the protein network structure. (4) and (6) provide uniform
control over the growth of the nonlinear reaction function r to prevent the solution from blowing up
in finite time. The quasi-positivity (5) allows us to consider only the case in which the solution is
nonnegative across time because this assumption enforces the nonnegative invariance of the solution.
The nonnegativity and (essential) boundedness of the classical solution are also useful for modeling
biochemical processes in which the solution u represents quantities that must be nonnegative and
cannot blow up in finite time, such as chemical concentrations and densities.
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The global existence of the classical solution allows us to consider (1) up to time T for any
arbitrary T > 0, i.e., we are able to set the time interval as [0, T ]. Recall that the global classical
solution has the following regularity: u ∈ C([0, T ];L1(Ω)N ) ∩ L∞(Ω× [0, T ])N and ut, uxi , uxixj ∈
Lp(Ω× (, T ))N for all p ∈ [1,∞), for each i, j = 1, · · · ,m, and for all  ∈ (0, T ).
With (5) and (6) only we can at most claim the global existence of a weak solution. In other
words, without (4), the solution may blow up in L∞ in finite time [31]. Recall that (4) holds due to
the assumptions (A), (B) and (C), which require a detailed modeling of chemical signal dynamics.
The detailed reaction kinetics model not only provides biological plausibility but also guarantees
the existence of a global classical solution of the reaction-diffusion system regardless of the protein
network topology.
3 Identification method
Let F be an N∗ ×N observation matrix with N∗ ≤ N such that the states Fu can be measured.
Suppose that the data c : Ω×[0, T ]→ RN∗ , which is an experimental measurement of Fu, are given.
If uim , for some m = 1, · · · , q, are not measured, then the initial value of these uim ’s are unknown.
Let Im, m = 1, · · · , q, be the unknown initial value of each uim , and let I = (I1, · · · , Iq). Therefore,
I ∈ L∞(Ω)q represents a vector of unknown initial values of the reaction-diffusion system (1). By
definition, N∗ + q = N . Let G be an affine function such that G(I) = u0. For instance, assume
that Fu = u3 with N = 3 and N
∗ = 1. Then, I = (I1, I2) := (u01, u
0
2) and
G(I) =
[
1 0
0 1
0 0
]
I +
[
0
0
u03
]
=
[
u01
u02
u03
]
= u0.
Our goal is to estimate the parameters and unknown initial values in (1) such that the solution
of (1) best matches the data c. The space of the parameters and initial values can be defined by
Θ := {(d, k, I) ∈ RN × RM × L∞(Ω)q | d > 0, k > 0, I(x) > 0 for all x ∈ Ω}. To find an optimal
set of unknown parameters and initial values θ = (d, k, I) ∈ Θ that minimizes the L2-norm of the
difference between Fu and c, we pose the following optimization problem in the function space Θ
with a PDE constraint.
min
θ∈Θ
J(u[θ]) :=
1
2
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
‖Fu(x, t)− c(x, t)‖22 dxdt (7a)
subject to reaction-diffusion system (1) (7b)
dLi ≤ di ≤ dUi , i = 1, · · · , N (7c)
kLi ≤ ki ≤ kUi , i = 1, · · · ,M (7d)
ILi ≤ Ii(x) ≤ IUi , i = 1, · · · , q, x ∈ Ω (7e)
where u[θ] is the solution of (1) with the set θ of unknown parameters and initial values. Here dUi ,
kUi and I
U
i are the positive upper bounds of di, ki and Ii, respectively. Similarly d
L
i , k
L
i and I
L
i
are the positive lower bounds of di, ki and Ii, respectively. To numerically solve (7) efficiently, e.g.,
using quasi-Newton methods, we need the gradients of the cost function J in (7a) with respect to d,
k and I. However, d, k and I are not explicit to J ; these parameters implicitly affect J through the
constraint (7b). This implicit dependence makes it difficult to compute the gradients. Furthermore,
it is not known whether these gradients are well-defined and bounded. We utilize the adjoint-based
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method to prove the existence, uniqueness, and boundedness of these gradients by deriving their
explicit forms.
3.1 Adjoint-based gradient computations
We begin by introducing a system of PDEs. This system of PDEs is called the adjoint system of
(1) with respect to the optimization problem (7). We will use the solution of this system to prove
the Fre´chet differentiability of J and to obtain the gradients. The adjoint system is defined as
− ∂µi
∂t
− di∆µi = wi(µ, u, k) in Ω× [0, T ) (8a)
∂µi
∂ν
= 0 on ∂Ω× [0, T ) (8b)
µi(x, T ) = 0 in Ω, (8c)
where w(µ, u, k) := ∂r(u,k)∂u
>
µ − F>(Fu − c) and A> denotes the transpose of a matrix A. The
linearity of wi in µ enables us to prove the global existence of the classical solution of the adjoint
system.
Proposition 1. Suppose that a reaction-diffusion system (1) has a global classical solution. Then
its adjoint system (8) with respect to the optimization problem (7) also has a global classical solution.
A detailed proof is contained in Appendix A. Before studying the differentiability of the cost
function, we record the following regularity of a reaction-diffusion system (1) and its adjoint system
(8).
Lemma 2. Let u and µ be the global classical solutions of (1) and (8), respectively. Then,
Dui, Dµi ∈ L2(Ω× (0, T ))η. (9)
Proof. We multiply (1a) by u and integrate over Ω× (0, T ) to have∫ T
0
∫
Ω
∂ui
∂t
ui + di‖Dui‖2 dxdt =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ri(u, k)ui dxdt,
where we used the divergence theorem. Using the fact that∫ T
0
∫
Ω
∂ui
∂t
ui dxdt =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
1
2
∂u2i
∂t
dxdt =
1
2
∫
Ω
(ui(x, T )
2 − ui(x, 0)2) dx,
we deduce∫ T
0
∫
Ω
di‖Dui‖2 dxdt =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
ri(u, k)ui dxdt− 1
2
∫
Ω
(ui(x, T )
2 − ui(x, 0)2) dx.
Since u ∈ L∞(Ω× [0, T ])N , we obtain (9). Similarly, we can prove
Dµi ∈ L2(Ω× (0, T ))η
for the solution of the adjoint system (8).
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We state the main result on the Fre´chet differentiability of the cost function J and the analytic
expression of its gradients that is associated with the adjoint state.
Theorem 2. The cost function J is Fre´chet differentiable and its gradients with respect to d, k,
and I are given by
∇dJ =−
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
S(∆u)>µ dxdt (10a)
∇kJ =−
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
∂r(u, k)
∂k
>
µ dxdt (10b)
∇IJ =− ∂G(I)
∂I
>
µ(x, 0), (10c)
where S(∆u) is an N ×N diagonal matrix with the ith entry equal to ∆ui. Furthermore, ∇dJ and
∇kJ are bounded, and ∇IJ ∈ L∞(Ω)q for any network topology of protein-protein interactions.
To show that (10), we begin by considering the variation of u due to the variation of the
parameters and initial values θ + θ˜ ∈ Θ such that ‖θ˜‖ is bounded by some constant, where ‖θ‖ :=
(‖d‖2+‖k‖2+‖I‖2L2(Ω)q )1/2. Let u˜ = u[θ+ θ˜]−u[θ]. Note that u[θ+ θ˜] is the global classical solution
of the reaction-diffusion system (1) with d+ d˜, k+ k˜ and I + I˜ because it satisfies assumptions (A),
(B), (C), and u0 + u˜0 = G(I + I˜) ∈ L∞(Ω)N with u0(x) + u˜0(x) > 0 for all x ∈ Ω. Then u˜i,
i = 1, · · · , N , solve the following equation:
∂u˜i
∂t
− di∆u˜i = d˜i∆ui + fi in Ω× (0, T ] (11a)
∂u˜i
∂ν
= 0 on ∂Ω× (0, T ] (11b)
u˜i(x, 0) =
∂Gi(I)
∂I
I˜ in Ω× {t = 0}, (11c)
where fi is obtained using the Taylor expansion of r, i.e.,
fi =
∂ri(u, k)
∂u
u˜+
∂ri(u, k)
∂k
k˜ +
∫ 1
0
(1− s) (v˜>D2ri(v + sv˜)v˜) ds
with v := (u, k) and v˜ = (u˜, k˜) due to the mean value theorem. The first step is to prove the
following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let u˜ = u[θ + θ˜] − u[θ], where θ + θ˜ ∈ Θ such that ‖θ˜‖ is bounded by some constant.
Then,
‖u˜‖L2(Ω×(0,T ))N ≤ K‖θ˜‖ (12)
for some constant K.
Proof. Fix τ ∈ (0, T ) and multiply (11a) by u˜i and integrate over Ω× (0, τ) for each i = 1, · · · , N .∫ τ
0
∫
Ω
∂u˜i
∂t
u˜i + di‖Du˜i‖2 dxdt =
∫ τ
0
∫
Ω
(d˜i∆ui + fi)u˜i dxdt,
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where we used the divergence theorem and the Neumann boundary condition (11b) to obtain∫
Ω
u˜i∆u˜i dx = −
∫
Ω
‖Du˜i‖2 dx. We can rewrite it as
1
2
∫
Ω
u˜i(x, τ)
2 dx+ di
∫ τ
0
∫
Ω
‖Du˜i‖2 dxdt = 1
2
∫
Ω
u˜i(x, 0)
2 dx+
∫ τ
0
∫
Ω
d˜iu˜i∆ui + fiu˜i dxdt.
Note that ∫
Ω
d˜iu˜i∆ui dx = −
∫
Ω
Du˜i · (d˜iDui) dx ≤
∫
Ω

2
‖Du˜i‖2 + 1
2
‖d˜iDui‖2 dx
for  > 0 due to the Schwarz inequality. Let us choose  so that  < 2di, then∫
Ω
u˜i(x, τ)
2 dx ≤
∫
Ω
u˜i(x, 0)
2 dx+
∫ τ
0
∫
Ω
d˜2i

‖Dui‖2 + C0(‖k˜‖2 + ‖u˜‖2) dxdt, (13)
for some constant C0(θ˜) because u, u˜ ∈ L∞(Ω× [0, T ])N and ‖θ˜‖ is bounded by some constant K0.
Let C∗0 = supθ+θ˜∈Θ,‖θ˜‖≤K0 C0(θ˜). Summing (13) over i = 1, · · · , N , we have∫
Ω
‖u˜(x, τ)‖2 dx ≤ C∗ + C
∫ τ
0
∫
Ω
‖u˜‖2 dxdt,
where C∗ =
∫
Ω
‖u˜(x, 0)‖2 dx + ∫ τ
0
∫
Ω
∑N
i=1
d˜2i
 ‖Dui‖2 + C‖k˜‖2 dxdt and C = NC∗0 . We note that
C∗ ≤ C¯‖θ˜‖2 for some constant C¯ since Dui ∈ L2(Ω × (0, T ))η, where η is the dimension of Ω, as
shown in Lemma 2. Using the Gronwall’s inequality, we obtain∫
Ω
‖u˜(x, τ)‖2 dx ≤ C∗(1 + Cτ exp(Cτ)).
Therefore, ‖u˜‖L2(Ω×(0,T ))N ≤ K‖θ˜‖ for some constant K as desired.
Lemma 3 suggests that O/‖θ˜‖ tends to 0 as θ˜ → 0 in Θ, where O = O(‖u˜‖2L2(Ω×(0,T ))N ) +
O(‖d˜‖2) + O(‖k˜‖2) + O(‖I˜‖2L2(Ω)q ) denotes any higher-order terms. We are ready to show that J
is Fre´chet differentiable by explicitly deriving the Fre´chet derivative of J .
Proof. (Theorem 2) To obtain the Fre´chet derivative of J , we consider the difference
J(u[θ + θ˜])− J(u[θ]) =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
(Fu− c)>Fu˜ dxdt+ O
−
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
µ>
(
−u˜t +D∆u˜+ D˜∆u+ ∂r(u, k)
∂u
u˜+
∂r(u, k)
∂k
k˜ + O
)
dxdt
=
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
(−µ>t −∆µ>D − w(u, k, µ)>) u˜ dxdt
+
(∫ T
0
∫
Ω
−µ>S(∆u) dxdt
)
d˜+
(∫ T
0
∫
Ω
−µ> ∂r(u, k)
∂k
dxdt
)
k˜
+
∫
Ω
−µ(x, 0)> ∂G(I)
∂I
I˜(x) dx+ O,
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as θ˜ → 0 in Θ. D and D˜ denote the diagonal matrices with ith diagonal elements di and d˜i,
respectively. In the first equality, we utilized the Taylor expansion of J and added the integral
of the PDE (11a) over Ω × (0, T ), which equals zero. In the second inequality, we substituted∫ T
0
µ(x, t)>u˜t(x, t) dt = −
∫ T
0
µt(x, t)
>u˜(x, t) dt + µ(x, T )>u˜(x, T ) − µ(x, 0)>u˜(x, 0), which is ob-
tained using integration by parts with (8c) and (11c). The first integral of the second equality
equals zero due to the adjoint equation (8a). If d˜ and k˜ are fixed as zero, then O/‖I˜‖L∞(Ω)q → 0
as I˜ → 0 in L∞(Ω)q. Thus, J is Fre´chet differentiable with respect to I, i.e.,
‖J(u[d, k, I + I˜])− J(u[d, k, I])−DIJ(I : I˜)‖
‖I˜‖L∞(Ω)q
→ 0
as I˜ → 0 in L∞(Ω)q, where
DIJ(I : I˜) =
∫
Ω
−µ(x, 0)> ∂G(I)
∂I
I˜(x) dx
is the Fre´chet derivative at I by definition. Therefore the gradient ∇IJ exists and is given as (10c).
Similarly, we can obtain DdJ(d : d˜) and DkJ(k : k˜) and derive ∇dJ and ∇kJ as (10a) and (10b),
respectively. The uniqueness of the gradients follows from the uniqueness of the Fre´chet derivatives.
We also need to check the boundedness of the gradients for any network topology of protein-
protein interactions. Using the divergence theorem, we obtain
∫
Ω
µi∆ui dx = −
∫
Ω
Dµi ·Dui dx ≤
1
2
∫
Ω
‖Dµi‖2+‖Dui‖2dx. Therefore, the regularity results Dµi, Dui ∈ L2(Ω×(0, T ))η, i = 1, · · · , N ,
by Lemma 2, yield that ∇dJ is bounded. Furthermore, for any network structure, ∇kJ is bounded
because r is smooth in u and u ∈ L∞(Ω × [0, T ])N . The essential boundedness of µ also implies
that of ∇IJ = −∂G(I)∂I µ(x, 0).
A numerical evaluation of ∇IJ might be impossible if µ( · , 0) blew up. The global existence
of a classical solution of the reaction-diffusion system (1) allows the adjoint system (8) to have a
global classical solution, which in turn guarantees the boundedness of ∇dJ , ∇kJ , ∇IJ for any net-
work topology. These (essentially) bounded gradients are necessary for the efficient computational
optimization approach that we propose below.
3.2 Numerical Algorithm
The problem (7) is a constrained nonlinear optimization problem that is not generally convex. Thus,
our goal is to find a locally optimal solution. A local optimum can be efficiently obtained with the
appropriate nonlinear programming methods. In general, methods that utilize the gradient of the
cost function have better convergence properties compared to those that do not use the gradient
(e.g., pattern search methods) [14, 27]. Because we have derived the gradient information∇dJ , ∇kJ
and ∇IJ , we can use an efficient algorithm to simultaneously optimize both the parameters and
initial values in (7). More specifically, the gradients allow us to utilize quasi Newton-type methods
with an approximation of the Hessian. These methods have higher convergence rates (super-linear
convergence) compared to those that use an alternating variable or coordinate descent, which often
converge slowly [27].
As seen in formulae (10), a numerical evaluation of the gradients requires the solution values
u and µ of the reaction-diffusion system (1) and of the adjoint system (8), respectively. Because
an analytic form of the solutions u and µ is not generally available, our proposed algorithm also
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includes the numerical evaluation of these values. We can stably approximate u and µ with bounded
values on nodes that discretize Ω× [0, T ] because the reaction-diffusion system and adjoint system
that we proposed do not blow up in finite time regardless of the protein network structure. The
bounded approximation of u and µ allows feasible computation of the gradients, particularly ∇IJ ,
as discussed in the previous section. In summary, our numerical algorithm to solve the optimization
problem (7) is as follows:
1. Initialize d, k and I.
2. Numerically solve the reaction-diffusion system (1) to evaluate u.
3. Numerically solve the adjoint system (8) to evaluate µ.
4. Compute the gradients ∇dJ , ∇kJ and ∇IJ using (10).
5. Compute the gradients of the inequality constraints in (7c), (7d) and (7e).
6. Update d, k and I by computing the descent direction and the step size using the gradients
obtained in Steps 4 and 5. Return to Step 2 if the convergence criteria are not satisfied.
In Steps 2 and 3, we use an implicit version of a Cartesian grid finite difference method [39]
to solve the reaction-diffusion system (1) and its adjoint system (8) because this scheme easily
handles a complex geometry of Ω using its level set representation. The method also ensures
that the numerical solution of (1) is nonnegative invariant. Alternatively, other methods can
be used to compute the numerical solutions [22, 37, 18]. In Step 6, there are several applicable
methods to choose the descent direction and step size for an optimization problem with equality
and inequality constraints [14, 27], including interior-point methods [7, 11], sequential quadratic
programming (SQP) methods [6, 13], conjugate-gradient methods [10, 32], and trust-region methods
[8, 9]. I employ an interior-point method that is available in MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc., Natick,
MA, USA). This approach combines line search and trust-region methods to compute the descent
direction and step size [36]. This hybrid algorithm is computationally efficient and robust; if the
Hessian of the Lagrangian is locally convex and nonsingular, the algorithm performs the line search,
which is computationally efficient; otherwise, the algorithm switches to a conjugate gradient trust-
region step [7], which requires no restriction on the Hessian of the Lagrangian. We also utilized
the limited memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (L-BFGS) method [21] to approximate
the inverse of the Hessian matrix. The L-BFGS method significantly reduces the memory that is
required to store the n× n approximate inverse Hessian H by storing a few n-dimensional vectors
that implicitly represent H. If we use Nh nodes to represent the domain Ω, then the dimension of
the discretized initial value I is O(Nh×q). Therefore, n = O(Nh×q), if we assume that the number
of mass diffusivities and rate constants is significantly less than Nh. Thus, it may not be feasible to
fully store an H of size O(N2h × q2). The L-BFGS method resolves this problem of memory usage.
4 Example: biochemical regulation of f-actin
EphA2 is a receptor tyrosine kinase that is activated by binding with Ephrin-A1 ligands on the
membrane of nearby cells. The EphA2/Ephrin-A1 complexes form microclusters and display inward
transport. The radial transport of these complexes has received much attention because it is highly
correlated with the tissue invasion potential of malignant tumor cells [34]. F-actin is an important
12
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Figure 2: EphA2 signaling pathways to f-actin.
EphA2 downstream signaling protein (polymer) because it contributes to the determination of a
cell’s motility, morphology, and other mechanical properties [33, 12]. Furthermore, the actin cy-
toskeleton is hypothesized to control the geometric distribution of the EphA2/Ephrin-A1 complexes
[34]. In addition, the downstream signaling pathways of EphA2 involve Rho family GTPases to
regulate actin polymerization [15].
In this example, we focus on the signaling network from EphA2/Ephrin-A1 to f-actin to model
the biochemical regulation of f-actin through spatio-temporal interactions of important protein
species, such as Rho GTPases, Arp2/3 complexes, and Cofilins. We propose a schematic diagram
of the signaling pathways in Figure 2 based on the activation-inhibition relations of the protein
species (see the SI Text for details). Using the chemical kinetics model that we have proposed,
we model the spatio-temporal dynamics of the biochemical signals that are transmitted through
this protein network with a system of 33 reaction-diffusion PDEs (see the SI Text for details).
The reaction-diffusion system and its corresponding adjoint system have global classical solutions
because the reaction kinetics model satisfies assumptions (A), (B) and (C). Our goal is to identify
the mass diffusivities, d1, · · · , d33, rate constants, k1, · · · , k48 and initial values, I1, · · · , I32 of the
model given the data on f-actin distribution over the time interval [0, 10s]. Note that the initial
values I = (u01, · · · , u032) are unknown because only the measurement of u33, which represents the
concentration of f-actin, is available. Therefore, we set G(I) = (I, u033) and Fu = u33 to compute
the cost function as the difference between u33 and its measurement. The f-actin distribution data
are shown in Figures 3 (a)–(c). We first randomly chose the parameters and initial values within
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Figure 3: Comparison between the data and the solution of the reaction-diffusion model. (a)–
(c) f-actin distribution data in an MDA-MB-231 cell (courtesy of Jay T. Groves); (d)–(f) f-actin
distribution predicted by the reaction-diffusion model with random parameters and initial values;
(g)–(h) f-actin distribution predicted by the reaction-diffusion model with estimated parameters
and initial values.
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the ranges specified in the SI Text and simulated the reaction-diffusion model with these values.
The simulation results (Figures 3 (d)–(f)) show that the model is unable to capture the contractile
redistribution of f-actin that is observed in the data.
We now set this arbitrarily chosen set of parameters and initial values as the initial guess of d,
k and I of the adjoint-based optimal control algorithm that was proposed in the previous section,
and solve the optimization problem (7) using this algorithm. The optimized parameters and initial
values are shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7. The optimized parameters and initial values satisfy the range
constraints. As shown in Figure 3 (g)–(i), the reaction-diffusion model with optimal parameters
and initial values reproduces the dynamic changes observed in the experimental f-actin distribution.
In particular, the model correctly captures the observed contraction of the f-actin distribution over
time. Therefore, this model supports the hypothesized interactions of the proteins in the biochemical
network in Figure 2. This example suggests that a hypothesized protein network should be tested
by an identified model. Let us suppose that a reaction-diffusion model of a signaling network with
parameters randomly chosen in a physically correct range does not reproduce the data. In this
situation, the signaling network may be correct but ruled out due to the inadequate choice of the
parameters and initial values. Because the identified parameters and initial values reproduce the
data, however, we are not misled to invalidate the potentially correct protein-protein interaction
network. Therefore, the identification of parameters and initial values is useful for the validation
and invalidation of biological hypotheses as well as the construction of models that are capable of
describing certain biochemical processes.
5 Conclusion
We have presented a novel reaction kinetics model with which a reaction-diffusion system has a
unique global classical solution regardless of the protein network structure. The classical solution
has nonnegative invariance and does not blow up in finite time. These features allow the classical
solution to be used to model spatio-temporal signal transductions in a protein network. We posed an
optimization problem to determine a set of parameters and initial values with which the reaction-
diffusion system best matches the given data. By utilizing the adjoint system of this reaction-
diffusion systems, we derived the analytic form of the gradients of the cost function with respect to
the parameters and initial values. For any network topology, we showed the existence, uniqueness
and boundedness of these gradients. The gradient information allowed us to optimize all parameters
and initial values simultaneously using an efficient and robust nonlinear programming method. An
identified reaction-diffusion system that models the spatio-temporal signaling of f-actin through a
hypothesized protein network successfully reproduced the given experimental data.
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A Proof of the global existence of a classical solution to the
adjoint system
We first derive the following form of the adjoint PDEs by applying a change of variables ζ(·, t) =
µ(·, T − t) in (8): for i = 1, · · · , N ,
∂tζi − di∆ζi = zi(ζ, x, t) in Ω× (0, T )
∂ζi
∂ν
= 0 on ∂Ω× (0, T )
ζi(x, 0) = 0 in Ω,
(14)
where zi(ζ, x, t) := wi(µ(x, T − t), u(x, T − t), k) for all x ∈ Ω and t ∈ [0, T ], for each i = 1, · · · , N .
It is known that there exists T > 0 such that (14) has a unique classical solution in [0, T ) [2, 16].
Let Tmax denote the greatest of such T ’s. If we show that Tmax = ∞, then the global existence
is guaranteed. Let I = I1 × · · · × IN be a subset of RN in which (14) is invariant. We propose a
Lyapunov function V ∈ C2(I;R) and vi ∈ C2(Ii;R), i = 1, · · · , N , satisfying
(I) V (ξ) =
∑N
i=1 vi(ξi) for all ξ ∈ I.
(II) vi(ξi) ≥ 0, and v′′i (ξi) ≥ 0 for all ξi ∈ Ii, for each i = 1, · · · , N .
(III) V (ξ)→∞ if and only if ‖ξ‖2 →∞ in I.
(IV) There exists A ∈ RN×N with Aij ≥ 0 and Aii > 0 for i, j = 1, · · · , N such that for each
j = 1, · · · , N , ∑ji=1Ajiv′i(ξi)zi(ξ) ≤ C1(H(ξ))p1 + C2 for all ξ ∈ I for some nonnegative
constants p1, C1, and C2.
(V) There exist nonnegative constants p2, C3, C4 such that v
′
i(ξi)zi(ξ) ≤ C3(V (ξ))p2 + C4 for all
ξ ∈ I, for each i = 1, · · · , N .
(VI) There exist nonnegative constants C5, C6 such that ∇V (ξ) · z(ξ) ≤ C5V (ξ) +C6 for all ξ ∈ I.
Under these assumptions, we have the first result that the Lyapunov function V (ζ(·, t)) is bounded
in L1 (see [24] Theorem 3.3.):
Theorem 3. Suppose that V ∈ C2(I;R) satisfies (I)–(III),(VI), and ζ is a classical solution of
(14) for [0, Tmax). Then, there exists a function f ∈ C([0,∞)) such that
‖V (ζ(·, t))‖L1(Ω) ≤ f(t)
for all t ∈ (0, Tmax).
This L1 boundedness can be used to prove global existence with the following result (see [24]
Theorem 2.4.):
Theorem 4. Suppose that V ∈ C2(I;R) satisfy (I)–(V), and ζ is a classical solution of (14) on
[0, Tmax). If there exists a function g ∈ C([0,∞)) and a positive constant α such that∫ t
0
∫
Ω
(V (ζ(x, s))α dxds ≤ g(t) for all t ∈ (0, Tmax),
and p1 < 1 + 2α/(η + 2), where η is the dimension of Ω, then Tmax =∞.
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Combining Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 with α = 1, we now prove the global existence of a
classical solution to (14). If a Lyapunov function V satisfies (I)–(VI) with p1 = 1, then Theorem
3 and Theorem 4 are automatically satisfied; thus, we conclude Tmax = ∞. Let I = RN , and
V (ζ) :=
∑N
i=1 ζ
2
i ∈ C2(I;R). Then, by setting vi(ζi) = ζ2i , (I) and (II) are satisfied. Note that
V (ζ(x, t)) itself is the square of the Euclidean norm of ζ(x, t), we have (III). Recall that w is
affine in µ, so z is affine in ζ. In addition, u is in L∞(Ω × [0, T ])N , and r is smooth. Thus,
we are able to choose ai = (ai1, · · · , aiN ) ∈ L∞(Ω × [0, T ])N and bi ∈ L∞(Ω × [0, T ]) such that
zi(ζ(x, t), x, t) = ai(x, t) · ζ(x, t) + bi(x, t) for all x ∈ Ω and t ∈ [0, T ], for each i = 1, · · · , N . Let A
be an N ×N identity matrix, then we have, for each j = 1, · · · , N ,
j∑
i=1
Ajiv
′
i(ζi(x, t))zi(ζ(x, t), x, t)
= v′j(ζj(x, t))zj(ζ(x, t), x, t)
= 2ζj(x, t)(aj(x, t) · ζ(x, t) + bj(x, t))
≤
N∑
k=1
|ajk(x, t)|(ζj(x, t)2 + ζk(x, t)2) + ζj(x, t)2 + bj(x, t)2
≤
(
1 + (1 +N) max
1≤j,k≤N
‖ajk‖L∞(Ω×[0,T ])
)
V (ζ(x, t)) + max
1≤j≤N
‖bj‖2L∞(Ω×[0,T ]).
In the third inequality, we utilized the Schwartz inequality 2pq ≤ p2 + q2 for p, q ∈ R. In the
fourth inequality, we used ζj(x, t) ≤ V (ζ(x, t)). If we set p1 = p2 := 1, C1 = C3 := 1 + (1 +
N) max1≤j,k≤N ‖ajk‖L∞(Ω×[0,T ]) and C2 = C4 := max1≤j≤N ‖bj‖2L∞(Ω×[0,T ]), then (IV) and (V)
are satisfied. Finally, we consider the condition (VI).
∇V (ζ(x, t)) · z(x, t, ζ(x, t))
=
N∑
i=1
2ζi(x, t)(ai(x, t) · ζ(x, t) + bi(x, t))
≤ N
(
1 + (1 +N) max
1≤j,k≤N
‖ajk‖L∞(Ω×[0,T ])
)
V (ζ(x, t)) +N max
1≤j≤N
‖bj‖2L∞(Ω×[0,T ]),
due to the same argument in the previous inequality. Letting C5 := N [1 + (1 +N) max1≤j,k≤N
‖ajk‖L∞(Ω×[0,T ])] and C6 := N max1≤j≤N ‖bj‖2L∞(Ω×[0,T ]), we have (VI). Therefore the Lyapunov
function V satisfies (I)–(VI). Thus, using Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, we conclude that there exists
a global classical solution to the adjoint system (14).
B Biochemical signaling from Ephrin-A1 to f-actin
In this section, we describe the reactions between biochemical species in the f-actin signaling network
(Figure 2) in a breast cancer cell.
1. Ephrin-A1 and Rho family GTPases
Ephrin-A1 is a ligand that binds with the EphA2 receptor and then phosphorylates it in
an adjacent cell. Subsequently, EphA2/Ephrin-A1 activates RhoA via focal adhesion kinase
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(FAK) [29]. EphA2/Ephrin-A1 also activates Rac1 via the Vav family guanine nucleotide
exchange factors [17]. The following chemical kinetic equations model the interaction between
EphA2 and the Rho family of GTPases:
Ephrin-A1 + EphA2
k1

k2
pEphA2/Ephrin-A1
pEphA2/Ephrin-A1 + Rho
k3

k4
pEphA2/Ephrin-A1/Rho
pEphA2/Ephrin-A1/Rho
k5

k6
pEphA2/Ephrin-A1 + pRho
pEphA2/Ephrin-A1 + Rac1
k7

k8
pEphA2/Ephrin-A1/Rac1
pEphA2/Ephrin-A1/Rac1
k9

k10
pEphA2/Ephrin-A1 + pRac1.
Here, we used the notation A/B to denote a complex composed of A and B.
2. Interplay between Rac1 and Rho signaling
Rho-associated protein kinase (ROCK) indirectly activates ARHGAP22 through an unknown
mechanism [35]. To model the indirect activation, we introduce an unknown species, U, which
is activated by ROCK and activates ARHGAP22. It is also shown that ARHGAP22 inhibits
Rac1 [35].
pROCK + U
k11

k12
pROCK/U
pROCK/U
k13

k14
pROCK + pU
pU + ARHGAP22
k15

k16
pU/ARHGAP22
pU/ARHGAP22
k17

k18
pU + pARHGAP22
pARHGAP22 + pRac1
k19

k20
pARHGAP22/Rac1
pARHGAP22/Rac1
k21

k22
pARHGAP22 + Rac1.
3. Actin polymerization via a Rac1 signaling pathway
The actin nucleation protein WAVE2 is activated by Rac1 [35] in a breast cancer cell. Arp2/3
(actin-related protein 2 and 3) complexes are activated by binding with WAVE2 [38]. Then,
the actin filaments are nucleated and branched by Arp2/3 complexes [25].
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pRac1 + WAVE2
k23

k24
pRac1/WAVE2
pRac1/WAVE2
k25

k26
pRac1 + pWAVE2
pWAVE2 + Arp2/3
k27

k28
pWAVE2/Arp2/3
pWAVE2/Arp2/3
k29

k30
pWAVE2 + pArp2/3
pArp2/3 + Actinoff
k31

k32
Actinon
4. Actin depolymerization via a Rho signaling pathway
ROCK, a Rho effector, regulates LIM kinase (LIMK) [28, 40]. Then, LIMK phosporylates
cofilin to deactivate it [3, 40]. Active cofilin severs actin filaments to produce free barbed
ends.
pRho + ROCK
k33

k34
pRho/ROCK
pRho/ROCK
k35

k36
pRho + pROCK
pROCK + LIMK
k37

k38
pROCK/LIMK
pROCK/LIMK
k39

k40
pROCK + pLIMK
pLIMK + Cofilin
k41

k42
pLIMK/Cofilin
pLIMK/Cofilin
k43

k44
pLIMK + pCofilin
Cofilin + Actinon
k45

k46
Cofilin/Actin
on
Cofilin/Actin
on
k47

k48
Cofilin + Actinoff.
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B.1 Modeling with a reaction-diffusion system
We model the spatio-temporal chemical signaling in the EphA2/Ephrin-A1 – f-actin network as a
reaction-diffusion system. Let [A] denote the concentration level of a species A. We set
u1 = [EphA2], u2 = [Rho], u3 = [pRho], u4 = [Rac1], u5 = [pRac1], u6 = [ROCK],
u7 = [pROCK], u8 = [U], u9 = [pU], u10 = [ARHGAP22], u11 = [pARHGAP22],
u12 = [WAVE2], u13 = [pWAVE2], u14 = [Arp2/3], u15 = [pArp2/3], u16 = [LIMK],
u17 = [pLIMK], u18 = [Cofilin], u19 = [pCofilin], u20 = [Actinoff], u21 = [pEphA2/Ephrin-A1],
u22 = [pROCK/U], u23 = [pU/ARHGAP22], u24 = [pARHGAP22/Rac1],
u25 = [pRac1/WAVE2], u26 = [pWAVE2/Arp2/3], u27 = [pRho/ROCK],
u28 = [pROCK/LIMK], u29 = [pLIMK/Cofilin], u30 = [Cofilin/Actinon],
u31 = [pEphA2/Ephrin-A1/Rho], u32 = [pEphA2/Ephrin-A1/Rac1], u33 = [Actinon].
The data of v = [Ephrin-A1] is given (Figure 4). Then, we can write reaction functions r1, · · · , r33
as follows:
r1(u, k) = −k1vu1 + k2u21
r2(u, k) = −k3u21u2 + k4u31
r3(u, k) = k5u31 − k6u21u3 − k33u3u6 + k34u27 + k35u27 − k36u3u7
r4(u, k) = −k7u21u4 + k8u32 + k21u24 − k22u11u4
r5(u, k) = k9u32 − k10u21u5 − k19u5u11 + k20u24 − k23u5u12 + k24u25 + k25u25 − k26u5u13
r6(u, k) = −k33u3u6 + k34u27
r7(u, k) = −k11u7u8 + k12u22 + k13u22 − k14u7u9 + k35u27
− k36u3u7 − k37u7u16 + k38u28 + k39u28 − k40u7u17
r8(u, k) = −k11u7u8 + k12u22
r9(u, k) = k13u22 − k14u7u9 − k15u9u10 + k16u23 + k17u23 − k18u9u11
r10(u, k) = −k15u9u10 + k16u23
r11(u, k) = k17u23 − k18u9u11 − k19u11u5 + k20u24 + k21u24 − k22u11u4
r12(u, k) = −k23u5u12 + k24u25
r13(u, k) = k25u25 − k26u5u13 − k27u13u14 + k28u26 + k29u26 − k30u13u15
r14(u, k) = −k27u13u14 + k28u26
r15(u, k) = k29u26 − k30u13u15 − k31u15u20 + k32u33
r16(u, k) = −k37u7u16 + k38u28
r17(u, k) = k39u28 − k40u7u17 − k41u17u18 + k42u29 + k43u29 − k44u17u19
r18(u, k) = −k41u17u18 + k42u29 − k45u18u33 + k46u30 + k47u30 − k48u18u20
r19(u, k) = k43u29 − k44u17u19
r20(u, k) = −k31u15u20 + k32u33 + k47u30 − k48u18u20
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r21(u, k) = k1vu1 − k2u21 − k3u21u2 + k4u31 + k5u31 − k6u21u3 − k7u21u4 + k8u32 + k9u32
− k10u21u5
r22(u, k) = k11u7u8 − k12u22 − k13u22 + k14u7u9
r23(u, k) = k15u9u10 − k16u23 − k17u23 + k18u9u11
r24(u, k) = k19u11u5 − k20u24 − k21u24 + k22u11u4
r25(u, k) = k23u5u12 − k24u25 − k25u25 + k26u5u13
r26(u, k) = k27u13u14 − k28u26 − k29u26 + k30u13u15
r27(u, k) = k33u3u6 − k34u27 − k35u27 + k36u3u7
r28(u, k) = k37u7u16 − k38u28 − k39u28 + k40u7u17
r29(u, k) = k41u17u18 − k42u29 − k43u29 + k44u17u19
r30(u, k) = k45u18u33 − k46u30 − k47u30 + k48u18u20
r31(u, k) = k3u21u2 − k4u31 − k5u31 + k6u21u3
r32(u, k) = k7u21u4 − k8u32 − k9u32 + k10u21u5
r33(u, k) = k31u15u20 − k32u33 − k45u18u33 + k46u30.
B.2 Range of parameters and initial values
Membrane-bound proteins diffuse more slowly than proteins in the cytosol. We choose the lower
bound and the upper bound of mass diffusivities as
dLi = 0.001 µm
2s−1, and dUi = 0.1 µm
2s−1, (15)
for chemical species bound in membrane such as EphA2, active Rho family GTPases and their
complexes, i.e., i = 1, 3, 5, 21, 24, 25, 27, 31, 32, and
dLi = 0.1 µm
2s−1, and dUi = 1 µm
2s−1, (16)
for chemical species in the cytosol. Here, we also assume that the assembled actin diffuses slowly
by setting d33 = 10
−16 µm2s−1.
We use a non-dimensionalized concentration and the following range of rate constants:
kLi = 10
−3 s−1, and kUi = 10 s
−1. (17)
for forward reactions, and
kLi = 10
−7 s−1, and kUi = 10
−3 s−1. (18)
for backward reactions.
The lower and upper bounds for the initial (non-dimensionalized) concentration levels are chosen
as
ILi = 10
−4, and IUi = 1 (19)
for i = 1, · · · , 32.
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Figure 4: Ephrin distribution data in an MDA-MB-231 cell (courtesy of Jay T. Groves.)
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Figure 5: Identified 32 mass diffusivities in log-scale. The black, blue and red horizon-
tal lines specify the bounds of the mass diffusivities assumed in (15) and (16). Note that
d1, d3, d5, d21, d24, d25, d27, d31, d32 are within the bounds (15) and other mass diffusivities are in
the bounds (16).
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Figure 6: Identified 48 rate constants in log-scale. The black, blue and red horizontal lines specify
the bounds of the rate constants assumed in (17) and (18). Note that forward and the backward
reaction rate constants are within the bounds (17) and (18), respectively.
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Figure 7: Identified 32 initial values. Note that the initial values are within the range (19).
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